Abstract-This paper presents a novel sentence similarity algorithm designed to mitigate the issue of free word order in the Urdu language. Free word order in a language poses many challenges when implemented in a conversational agent, primarily due to the fact that it increases the amount of scripting time needed to script the domain knowledge. A language with free word order like Urdu means a single phrase/utterance can be expressed in many different ways using the same words and still be grammatically correct. This led to the research of a novel string similarity algorithm which was utilized in the development of an Urdu conversational agent. The algorithm was tested through a black box testing methodology which involved processing different variations of scripted patterns through the system to gauge the performance and accuracy of the algorithm with regards to recognizing word order variations of the related scripted patterns. Initial testing has highlighted that the algorithm is able to recognize legal word order variations and reduce the knowledge base scripting of conversational agents significantly. Thus saving great time and effort when scripting the knowledge base of a conversational agent.
I. INTRODUCTION
The term "Conversational Agent" (CA) is interpreted in different ways by different researchers; however the essence of CAs is natural language dialogue between the human and an application running on a computer [1] . Research into CA development has been focused on mainly English and western languages [2] . CA research and development into other languages such as Thai [3] and Arabic [2] is still in its early stages and languages such as Urdu do not have the extensive lexical infrastructures that are required to implement some CA components e.g. WordNet, and semantic measures [4] . Pattern Matching (PM) remains the predominant methodology for scripting the knowledge base that is utilized by the CA to converse with the user, as other development methodologies require sophisticated components which are still not readily available in other languages.
The traditional language for deployment of ICT solutions worldwide has been English, but it is evident that in order to reach the masses, the language medium needs to be one that is understood by the masses [5] . Urdu is a morphologically rich and a computationally resource poor language [6] , consequently there are some challenges such as free word order to overcome in order to produce a functional Urdu CA. It is a well-known fact within the field of CA development that scripting is the most laborious and time consuming part of CA development [7, 8] . Moreover, script maintenance is another issue, as modifications to rules containing the patterns can impact on the performance of other rules. In a language such as Urdu the task of scripting and maintenance is further exacerbated due to the free word order of the language. This paper outlines the novel WOW (Word Order Wizard) algorithm which was implemented in a new Urdu CA through which the challenge of scripting a free word order language in a CA is significantly reduced. The WOW algorithm processes the user utterances and the scripts at run time to calculate the similarity of the two sentences (utterance and scripted pattern) and check if the utterance is a valid word order variation of the scripted pattern.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II provides a brief overview of CAs, how they are developed and the challenges involved in their development. Section III outlines the Urdu language and the challenges it poses with relation to its implementation into a CA. Section IV provides a brief overview of the architecture of UMAIR the Urdu CA in which the WOW algorithm has been utilized. Section V is a detailed overview and walkthrough of the workings of the WOW algorithm. Sections VI and VII present the evaluation methodology, data collection results and evaluation results. Section VIII discusses the results, and finally Section IX presents the conclusions drawn from the research.
II. CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS
CAs essentially allow people to interact with computer systems intuitively using natural language dialogue [1] . In today's increasingly complex business environment, organisations face pressures regarding cost reduction, engagement scope, and attention to quality [9] . With this in mind, one of the most important emerging applications of CAs is online customer self-service/assistance, providing the user with the kind of services that would come from a knowledgeable or experienced human [7] . CAs of this nature are known as Goal Orientated-Conversational Agents (GO-CAs). GO-CA systems can provide anonymous, automated, interactive and consistent advice 24 hours a day in many different scenarios [10] , for example helpdesk/customer service agents that respond to customers' inquiries about products and services [11] . Pedagogical conversational agents (also known as Intelligent Tutoring Systems) that assist students by providing problem-solving advice as they learn [2, 12] .
A. CA Development
CAs have been developed using many different techniques. The three main techniques are Natural Language Processing (NLP) Short Text Semantic Similarity (STSS), and Pattern Matching (PM). NLP, STSS and PM are approaches that differ from Machine Translation (MT), as the aim of machine translation is to translate text in one language to another. Whereas, the CA approaches aim to process the text in order to understand it and formulate an appropriate response. NLP is an area of research that explores how computers can be used to understand and manipulate natural language text or speech to do useful things [13] . NLP assumes certain aspects for it to work effectively. The utterance is expected to be grammatically correct which usually it is not, incorrect sentences may be "repaired" but this adds computational overhead. Another point is that languages are very rich in form and structure, and contain ambiguities. A word can have more than one meaning (lexical ambiguity) or a sentence might have more than one structure (syntactic ambiguity/free word order), in light of this the NLP approach is not suitable to develop a CA in the Urdu language.
Another approach that is adopted in the development of CAs is the utilization of Short Text Semantic Similarity (STSS) measures to gauge the similarity between short sentences (10 -25 words longs) [7] . Through employing sentence similarity measures, scripting can be reduced to a few prototype sentences [14] . The similarity between short texts is computed through the use of a knowledge base such as the English WordNet or text corpora. However due to the lack of resources in Urdu such as an appropriate WordNet, lexicons, annotated electronic dictionaries, corpora and well-developed ontologies that describe relationships among words and entities in written text [15] NLP and STSS are not appropriate methods to develop a Urdu CA. It should be noted that work has begun on the development of an Urdu WordNet [16] , the work is still in very early stages and not developed enough to be deployed in a CA.
The remaining technique known as PM is one of the most popular methods for building systems that appear to be able to conduct coherent, intelligent dialogs with users [17] . The user utterance is matched to a database of pre-scripted patterns, rather than trying to understand the utterance. Once a pattern is matched an appropriate response is delivered back to the user. PM CA's use a pre-complied repository of scripts, which are grouped into contexts (Illustrated in Fig. 1 ). Each context is made up of a number of rules. Each rule consists of a number of patterns and a linked response which make up the CA's knowledge base. Each rule is the sub-topic that relates to an attribute of the context that a user utterance may be matched with. Each rule can have a number of different patterns that are used to match it with a user utterance. Patterns consist of a collection of words and wildcard symbols (e.g. *), wildcards are used within patterns to match any number of words, broadening the rules to match utterances containing specific key phrases [18] . An example of a scripted rule is illustrated in Fig 2 . PM is a suitable method for developing an Urdu CA as it does not require extensive lexical resources, or grammatically correct or complete input to work. However, the major draw backs of the PM approach are the scripting process itself and the subsequent maintenance of the scripts.
Traditional CA scripting requires the script writer to consider every permutation of a user utterance that a user may send as input [8] . The PM approach requires precompiled scripts that define the conversation to be executed by a pattern-matching engine. Scripting is a timeconsuming process, which takes no consideration of semantic content, it is focused solely on the structural form of the sentence. This requires the anticipation of all possible user utterances, generation of word order permutations of the utterances and generalization of patterns through the replacement of selected terms by wild cards. The main disadvantage of pattern matching systems is the laborintensive (and therefore costly) nature of their development [1] .
Furthermore, modifications to rules containing the patterns can impact on the performance of other rules. Consequently the entire database of scripts has to be reassessed in order to maintain the integrity of the scripted rules and avoid rule clashes and misfiring rules. This is a high maintenance and almost impossible process. In addition, different script writers possess differing levels of ability and as such this can prove to be an exasperating task [8] . An example of a PM CA is InfoChat. InfoChat implements a pattern matching approach using a sophisticated scripting language known as Pattern Script [19] . InfoChat scripting language is a rule-based language, using the type of rule structure shown in Fig.2 to handle the expected conversation.
A new PM CA for Urdu will have to address these challenges as well as challenges related to the language which are outlined in the following section.
III. THE CHALLENGES OF URDU
Urdu is the national language of Pakistan and a major language of India with more than 60 million first language speakers and more than 100 million total speakers in more than 20 countries. Urdu originated from various languages and is most strongly influenced by Arabic and Persian. Like both of these languages, Urdu is also written from right to left with a written script resembling Arabic [20] . Following several years of research and development activities, CAs in English, European and East Asian languages have become a popular area. However, South Asian Languages especially Urdu have received less attention [21] .
The development of linguistic CA's has primarily been focused on English and other European Languages. There is limited existing research for the Urdu language and only one known Urdu CA is under development [22] . There have been many factors causing slow growth of Urdu software. One of the contributing factors has been the lack of standards for Urdu computing [23] . Ahmed and Butt [4] argue that one of the major bottlenecks for development is the lack of lexical resources available for the Urdu language, for example the Urdu language doesn't have the established electronic infrastructures that is taken for granted in English and other European languages, such as lexicons, annotated electronic dictionaries, corpora and well-developed ontologies that describe relationships among words and entities in written text [15] .
One of the major challenges faced in developing an Urdu CA is the loose grammatical structure of the language. Butt [24] among others has argued that Urdu is nonconfigurational, that is, the ordering of elements of the sentence is not restricted [25] . Bögel and Butt [26] , provide further substance to this notion, they state that Urdu is a free word order language, meaning major constituents of a sentence can reorder freely.
A single sentence in Urdu can be expressed in multiple ways and still be grammatically correct. Word order in Urdu is relatively free [27] . This notion is also shared by [28] , who states Urdu is a free word order language. The verb in a sentence usually (but not always) comes last and its arguments are put in any order before it. An example of this is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the first variation is almost always used but the others are also legitimate. This type of word order variation is a significant issue in a pattern matching conversational agent. This is because the user utterance is matched to a database of previously compiled responses as discussed in the previous section. In a language where there is no strict word order, it means that the domain will have to be scripted to compensate for all the different possible responses and variation in word order. This means that the scripting could grow exponentially depending on the size of the selected domain. This will result in extensive script writing which make an already lengthy and time consuming task even lengthier and time consuming. The problem of scripting being a laborious task will be exacerbated when implementing a CA in Urdu.
As discussed earlier the biggest challenge of scripting CAs is the coverage of all possible user utterances [18] . This challenge increases if a CA is implemented in a language like Urdu as the free word order means one utterance can be said many different ways. This is a significant language specific issue; it would make scripting a CA in Urdu much more laborious task which would take significantly longer than scripting in a language with a fixed word order such as English.
It is evident that the word order rules in the Urdu language pose some novel challenges to overcome when implementing Urdu in a conversational agent. In light of the issues highlighted, a new methodology and algorithm is required to develop a novel conversational agent in the Urdu language, which can handle the language specific issues of this morphologically rich and resource poor language [29] .
IV. UMAIR ACHITECTURE UMAIR is a PM, goal orientated CA, which includes string similarity measures in order to converse in Urdu with the user to solve their queries related to the domain ID card and passport application. UMAIRs architecture (illustrated in Fig. 4) consists of novel components which come together to handle the unique language specific difficulties in the Urdu language. Key features of the new architecture include the new PM engine which incorporates the WOW (Word Order Wizard) similarity algorithm and an Urdu scripting language. An overview of the components that comprise UMAIRs architecture are illustrated in Fig. 4 . UMAIR adopts a hybrid approach that combines string similarity metrics and traditional wild card PM, in order to overcome the inherent word order challenge in Urdu language. UMAIR's engine architecture comprises of components that work together to analyze the user utterance and provide the appropriate response. These components include a Wild Card PM Function combined with the WOW (Word Order Wizard) similarity algorithm which calculates similarity strength and handles the word order at run time. Similar approaches have been proposed in different contexts by [30, 31] however these approaches require vast lexical resources such as WordNets and lexical ontologies to compute the semantic similarity strength and to date, no reliable lexical knowledge base for Urdu exists [32] . The WOW algorithm was designed to be robust enough to handle changes in word order i.e. two strings which contain the same words, but in a different order, should be recognized as being similar. Furthermore significant sub string overlap should point to a degree of similarity, which compensates for common spelling variation in Urdu. Spelling variations are quite common in Urdu. The reason behind these variations is, there are many homophone characters (different letters representing the same phoneme) in Urdu (such as ‫س‬ and ‫ص‬ both represent a sound similar to S in English). People tend to confuse different homophones for each other, as a result, incorrect spelling of words having homophones becomes quite common [33] . The WOW algorithm similarity algorithm comprises of:
• Levenshtein Edit Distance Algorithm [34] used to calculate the similarity between two strings. • Bipartite Matching [35] used to determine the word order variation.
• Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [36] (also known as the Hungarian method or the "matching problem"), used to find the maximum sum of a given matrix of weights. The combination of these components within UMAIR's engine come together to form a CA PM engine that calculates the similarity of the user utterance with scripted patterns using string similarity metrics in addition to taking word order into consideration. Therefore reducing the need to cover all possible word order variations when scripting the domain.
A. WOW algorithm walkthrough
The WOW algorithm calculates similarity of the user utterance and scripted pattern in three steps by utilizing the algorithms described in the previous section. For this walk through assume the user utterance and database scripted pattern to be as follows:
Utterance: ‫ﻣﺠﻬﮯ‬ ‫ﻧﻴﺎ‬ ‫ﺷﻨﺎﺧﺘ‬ ‫ﮐﺎرڈ‬ ‫ﯽ‬ ‫ﭼﮩﻴﮯ‬ Pattern: ‫ﻧﻴﺎ‬ ‫ﮐﺎرڈ‬ ‫ﺷﻨﺎﺧﺘﯽ‬ ‫ﭼﮩﻴﮯ‬ ‫ﻣﺠﻬﮯ‬ Both the user utterance and the database pattern translate to "I need a new ID card" however the utterance is in a different valid word order to the scripted pattern. This example is processed by the WOW algorithm as follows:
(1) Partition each string into a list of tokens after removing diacritical marks and punctuation, providing a bipartite graph. Tokens are separated firstly by whitespace characters and the each token is verified as a valid word through comparison to a database dictionary of Urdu words to ensure each word is split into valid Urdu word. As whitespace alone is not a reliable method for marking word boundaries in Urdu text [37] .
user utterance: u1, u2 ... un database pattern: P1, P2 ... Pn (2) Given a graph G (U, P), G can be partitioned into two sets of disjoint nodes U (left tokens/utterance) and P (right tokens/pattern) such that every edge connects a node in U with a node in P, and each edge has a non-negative weight [38] which is determined by the edit distance. The weight of each edge which connects an u1 to a p1 is computed by the similarity of u1 token and p1 illustrated in Fig. 5 . After the user utterance and pattern have been split in to two separate token lists, the first part of the similarity check uses the Levenshtein (Lev) edit-distance string matching algorithm [34] . The similarity method checks similarity the between the individual tokens in the two lists (i.e. user utterance and pattern from the database). The calculation returns a score which is between 0 and 1 for each token (illustrated in equation 1).
( , ) = ( , )
(1) The closer the score is to 1 the greater the similarity between the two tokens, which means that if the score gets a maximum value then the two tokens/words are identical. The maximum similarity score is then utilized as the edge weight. The results of this function are used to compute the weight (w) of edges which are then initialized and stored within a matrix of edge weights illustrated in Fig. 6 . 
(3)
The final task is to find a subset of node-disjoint edges that has the maximum total weight, the higher the total weight the closer the similarity of the two strings being compared. This is handled by the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm, the edge weights that are computed on step 2 are utilized to calculate the maximum sum of the edge weights. The final calculation returns the similarity strength between the two token lists which is a float value between 0 and 1. The closer the value is to 1 the stronger the similarity is between the two token lists. A value of 1 means the two token lists are identical, meaning all the words in the user utterance are present in the scripted database pattern in a different word order. A maximal weighted bipartite match is found for the bipartite graph constructed, using the Kuhn-Munkres Algorithm -the intuition behind this being that every keyword in a sentence/utterance matches uniquely to a unique keyword in the other sentence/pattern, if it does not then the highest match weight is utilized as that token/nodes edge weight.
Thus, the final similarity strength score (sim) between sentences user utterance (u) and pattern (p) is illustrated in equation 2.
The algorithm takes in to account the number of words in the utterance and the pattern to ensure that all words are matched. If a word is missing from the utterance that is present in a pattern it reduces the final similarity score. If the score is below a set threshold level (.95) it is considered an unacceptable match. The threshold is set at .95 to compensate for common minor spelling variations found in the Urdu language.
Word order variation can change the meaning of the intended utterance, however to control such ambiguity the Urdu CA implements a conversation/path manager [22] to control the conversation through contexts. This helps overcome misunderstandings in word order as well as ambiguity through synonyms. The conversation/path manager allows the CA to be aware of the current context of the discussion through the scripting language which has variables stored within to let the conversation manager know which context the fired rule belongs to.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
The aim of the experiment was to test whether the WOW algorithm allowed the scripter to script a single pattern related to a single user utterance and have the algorithm detect all possible word order variations of that utterance and fire the corresponding rule as the response. A black-box [39] style experiment was conducted to gauge the robustness's and effectiveness of the WOW algorithm from an objective perspective. This was achieved by processing a number of utterances through the WOW algorithm and analyzing the output for accuracy and correctness. In order to gather data for the algorithm to process 10 user utterances/sentences/frequently asked questions were collated through interviews with a domain expert working for Pakistan's National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) which processes all of the ID card and passport applications in the country. The sentences were printed on a sheet of paper and given to 40 participants as a survey with instructions to write all word order variations of each utterance/sentence they perceived to be legitimate word order variations of the original sentence. The responses from the participants were analyzed with an independent Urdu language expert who verified each legitimate word order variation. The verified sentences were run through the algorithm to evaluate the output. The sentences and the number of variations generated by the human participants are illustrated in Table 1 . In total 45 different legitimate word variations were found from the 10 original sentences given to the participants. The variations of the sentences collated from the participants were then run through the WOW algorithm to test the accuracy of the algorithm i.e. whether or not the WOW algorithm correctly recognized them as word order variations of scripted patterns and fired the correct response rule.
VII. RESULTS
The results of the black-box testing were captured in a log file. The results from the log file are summarized in Table 2.   TABLE II The results of the testing demonstrate that the WOW algorithm was able to recognize and correctly respond to all the 45 word order variations found from the 10 original sentences. In this case the scripting was reduced by 78% as only 10 patterns had to be scripted which covered 45 different word order variations which were not scripted but were correctly recognized and responded to by the WOW algorithm. Table 3 illustrates the results of a chi-square test of conducted to test whether there is a statistically significant relationship between the expected and actual outcomes of the results. A chi-square test of independence of the relationship between the expected and actual outcomes of the testing finds a statistically significant relationship between the variables (expected and actual outcomes).
VIII. DISCUSSION
The WOW algorithm has allowed the Urdu CA to mitigate the complex word order issue that comes with the Urdu language. It also significantly reduces the number of patterns that have to be scripted to deal with the issue of word order an example of this is illustrated in Fig. 7 . In Fig.  7 the first pattern is scripted in UMAIR and the remaining five patterns are not scripted, but are covered within the knowledge base with the WOW algorithm. Therefore, reducing the number of patterns that have to be scripted in the database, saving a significant amount of time, effort and furthermore makes the maintenance of scripts a much simpler endeavor.
As there are less patterns scripted in the database it reduces the chances of rule conflict which means maintenance is a lot less exasperating. Fig. 7 illustrates how a single utterance can be said in many different ways in Urdu. This was a major challenge for the Urdu CA to overcome as this issue makes it very difficult for the scripter to script the domain, as all possible word order variations have to be pre-anticipated.
Subsequent to this evaluation the WOW algorithm was implemented in UMAIR in a real world application where it was tested through a larger scale end user evaluation which involved 24 participants. The results of the end user testing revealed that the WOW algorithm was found to reduce pattern scripting by 33% [22] , meaning that 33% of the user utterances were unscripted word order variations of scripted patterns.
IX. CONCLUSION
In a language with free word order such as Urdu the challenge of scripting the domain knowledge base is greatly amplified compared with a fixed word order language like English. The combination of the WOW algorithm and PM engine [22] implemented in UMAIR to process the user utterances has vastly reduced the need to script all possible word order variations of a single scripted pattern. The main objective behind the research and development of the WOW algorithm was to alleviate the complex word order issue that comes with the Urdu language by matching all possible word order variations on a single scripted pattern in order to reduce the time and effort required to script an Urdu conversational agent.
The novel WOW algorithm makes the job of the scripter easier, as all possible word order variations of scripted patterns do not have to be thought of and implemented. Only one pattern needs to be scripted and the rest are processed at run time by the algorithm.
The WOW similarity algorithm enables UMAIR to overcome the inherent challenges of developing a PM CA, and PM all the word order variations on a single scripted pattern in the database. Hence saving the scripter major time and effort. The algorithm can theoretically be applied to any language with free word order as it is based on PM principles, which means other CAs in languages with free word order such as Arabic, Hindi and Bangladeshi can utilize it.
